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But the homework does not end here. It takes a while to accomplish just
the.LIBSVM: a library for support vector machines. LIBSVM is a C/C++ library
for support vector machines (SVMs). It provides a unified interface for a broad
range of SVMs, including support vector regression and classification, linear
and radial basis function SVM, SVR, C-SVM, and regression tree. LIBSVM is

written in C++ and implements the SVM as a linear classifier. LIBSVM is easy
to use and provides good support for model selection and parameter

optimization. The training of SVMs in LIBSVM is based on sequential minimal
optimization (SMO), which uses quadratic programming to optimize the
Lagrangian dual. LIBSVM is available at If $a \in M_{m\times n}(R)$ with

$a^*a = I_n$ and $b^*b=I_m$, is $b^*a$ also idenitcal? Let $R$ be a ring. If
$a \in M_{m\times n}(R)$ and $a^*a = I_n$ and $b^*b=I_m$, is $b^*a$ also
idenitcal? I know this question must have been answered in other posts but I

am new to matrix algebra so I do not see. A: If $a,b$ are $n\times m$
matrices, then $b^*a$ is $m\times n$ matrix. If $a=\begin{bmatrix} a_1\\
\vdots \\ a_m \end{bmatrix}$ and $b=\begin{bmatrix} b_1\\ \vdots \\ b_m

\end{bmatrix}$, then $b^*a=
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